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 FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND JUDGMENT 
 

 This cause came before the Court on June 13, 2017 for a bench trial.  Plaintiff D.R. filed 

a petition alleging Defendants J.B., P.M., B.M., A.S., M.J., L.S., M.W., and the St. Louis City 

Board of Election Commissioners (“the Board”) each committed a knowing and purposeful 

violation of § 610.023, RSMo.  Plaintiff seeks to have the Court impose a penalty of $5,000 

against each of the Defendants and asks the Court to award costs and attorney’s fees to Plaintiff 

pursuant § 610.027 RSMo.  

On August 23, 2016, the Court, in a Memorandum Opinion and Partial Judgment by the 

Honorable J.B.II, granted Plaintiff partial judgment on the pleadings, ruling Defendants violated 

the law when they failed to furnish D.R. with copies of the absentee ballot applications and 

envelopes he had requested.  At trial on June 13, 2017, Plaintiff, an attorney, represented 

himself.  Defendants were represented by attorney, J.H.  As of the date of trial, Defendants J.B. 

and A.S. were no longer in office.  Upon agreement of the parties, pursuant to Rule 52.13(d), 
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J.H. was substituted for Defendant J.B. in this cause as her successor in office, and J.B.III was 

substituted for Defendant A.S. in this cause as his successor in office.  The Court heard evidence 

from the parties, which included the testimony of L.S., D.S., P.M., J.B., and Plaintiff.  The 

parties agreed to the introduction of the transcript of the May 31, 2017 deposition of J.C. into 

evidence, subject to the parties’ written trial objections.  Plaintiff and Defendants submitted trial 

objections to the deposition.  

As to the deposition of J.C. taken May 31, 2017, Plaintiff’s and Defendants’ objections 

are hereby OVERRULED.  

The Court, after hearing the testimony offered by the parties, reviewing the evidence, and 

taking notice of the pleadings, hereby enters its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and 

Judgment as follows: 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

 In his Trial Brief, Plaintiff requested, pursuant to Rule 73.01, the Court to include in its 

opinion findings in regard to certain controverted material facts designated by him.  Rule 73.01 

does not require the Court to issue findings upon request as to legal conclusions.  Cohen v. 

Cohen, 178 S.W.3d 656, 663 (Mo. App. W.D. 2005), as modified (Nov. 22, 2005).  Further, 

“[f]indings are required only as to facts which are in controversy and are material to the issues 

upon which the judgment in the case is based.”  McMickle v. McMickle, 862 S.W.2d 477, 483 

(Mo. App. W.D. 1993).  Accordingly, the Court’s findings as to the facts that are in controversy 

and are material to the issues upon which the judgment in this case is based are included in the 

following Findings of Fact, as are the Parties’ Joint Stipulation of Facts.  Based on the evidence 

before it, the Court makes the following Findings of Fact:  
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1. This action is brought pursuant to Missouri Sunshine Law, Chapter 610 RSMo, et seq. (the 

“Sunshine Law”).   

2. Venue is proper in this case because the principal place of business for the St. Louis City 

Board of Election Commissioners is the City of St. Louis. 

3. Plaintiff, an attorney, is a resident of XXX, Missouri.  

4. The Board is a public governmental body subject to the Sunshine Law and is responsible 

for conducting public elections in the City of St. Louis.  

5. At all times relevant to this litigation, Defendant J.B. was the Chairperson of the Board 

and an attorney licensed to practice in the State of Missouri; she was sued in her official 

capacity as a member of the Board. As of the date of trial, she was no longer in office, 

and was replaced by J.H.  

6. At all times relevant to this litigation, Defendant P.M. was a member of the Board and an 

attorney licensed to practice in the State of Missouri; he was sued in his official capacity 

as a member of the Board.  

7. At all times relevant to this litigation, Defendant B.M. was a member of the Board; he was 

sued in his official capacity as a member of the Board. 

8. At all times relevant to this litigation, Defendant A.S. was a member of the Board; he was 

sued in his official capacity as a member of the Board. As of the date of trial, he was no 

longer in office, and was replaced by J.B.III. 

9. At all times relevant to this litigation, Defendant L.S. was a Director of the Board and an 

attorney licensed to practice in the State of Missouri; he was sued in his official capacity 

as a Director of the Board.  
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10. At all times relevant to this litigation, Defendant M.W. was a Director of the Board; she 

was sued in her official capacity as a Director of the Board. 

11. At all times relevant to this litigation, Defendant M.J. was the Custodian of Records for 

the Board; she was sued in her official capacity as the Custodian of Records for the 

Board. At the time of trial, she was no longer employed with the Board.  

12. Plaintiff was asked by some clients of his to look into potential absentee ballot fraud in 

the City of St. Louis elections.  

13. Plaintiff found what he believed to be strong indications that violations of the absentee 

ballot laws were taking place after reviewing election records on the Board’s website.  

14. On or about July 12, 2016, Plaintiff sent letters to each of the commissioners of the 

Board, J.B., P.M., B.M., and A.S., explaining his concern that violations of absentee 

ballot laws were occurring and detailing measures the Board should take to prevent future 

violations of the absentee ballot laws.  

15. On or about July 15, 2016, attorneys D.S. and C.D. responded to Plaintiff’s letters on 

behalf of the Board, stating the Board would not comply with the two demands he made.  

They stated based on Missouri law his demands went far beyond anything required of the 

Board and would intrude on individual voter’s rights.  

16. Plaintiff’s clients asked him to conduct his own investigation into the possible violation 

of absentee ballot laws.  He believed as part of the investigation he needed to review the 

absentee ballot applications and envelopes going back several years to see if he could 

discern a pattern that would indicate where and in what way the potential violations of 

the absentee ballot laws were occurring.   

17. On July 22, 2016, Plaintiff emailed M.J. a Sunshine Law request (“the Request”).  
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18. As of July 22, 2016, M.J. was identified on the Board’s website as the Board’s Custodian 

of Records. 

19. M.J. received Plaintiff’s email and the Request on July 25, 2016. 

20. That same day, M.J. provided a copy of the Request to L.S.  At 11:46 A.M., M.J. sent 

Plaintiff an email stating, “I have given the request to L.S. for approval.  L.S.’s phone 

number is XXX.”  

21. L.S. testified in addition to M.J., both of the Board’s directors acted as “joint custodians 

of records.”  The Board’s Sunshine Law requests went to M.J., as the listed Custodian of 

Records on the website, and requests were passed along to the Directors.  

22. Among the records Plaintiff asked the Board to make available to him in the Request 

were “copies of all applications submitted to the St. Louis Board of Election 

Commissioners for absentee ballots” in elections held between January 1, 2012, and the 

present, including the upcoming August 2, 2016, primary election, and also “copies of the 

envelopes that were used to mail in absentee ballots to be counted” in elections held 

between January 1, 2012, and July 1, 2016. 

23. At the time it received the Request, the Board possessed a number of absentee ballot 

applications and absentee ballot envelopes that were responsive to the Request. 

24. After receiving the Request, representatives of the Board, including its directors and 

some of its commissioners, consulted with the Board’s counsel, D.S., then of XXX, LLP, 

and also with the Secretary of State’s Office.  

25. On the afternoon of July 26, 2016, D.S. called Plaintiff.  He stated that the Board had 

asked him to look at the Request, and indicated that he planned to advise the Board to 
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deny part of the Request for absentee ballot applications and envelopes on the basis that § 

115.289, RSMo, created an exception to the scope of the Sunshine Law.  

26. D.S. earned his law degree from St. Louis University in XXX.  He served as General 

Counsel for the Board of Aldermen for eight years and was the Board of Aldermen 

Custodian of Records during that time.  He was familiar with the Sunshine Law. 

27. On the evening of July 26, 2016, Plaintiff sent D.S. and L.S. an email responding to 

D.S.’s phone call.  The email stated that if the Board claims the requested records were 

not subject to the Sunshine Law, the Board would be inviting a lawsuit that alleges both 

knowing and purposeful violations of the Sunshine Law.  Plaintiff stated he was copying 

L.S. to ensure that “at least one of the Commissioners has been properly informed of 

what the law requires and also to ensure that any decision the Board might make to 

violate the Sunshine Law’s requirements is both knowing and purposeful.”  Plaintiff 

stated § 115.289 RSMo does not exempt absentee ballot applications from the state’s 

open records laws, either explicitly or implicitly, and gave his reasons for his conclusion.  

28. Also on the evening of July 26, 2016, Plaintiff sent an additional email addressed to D.S., 

J.B., P.M., B.M., A.S., L.S., and M.J..  Plaintiff stated he sent the email to help the 

Defendants avoid a violation of Missouri law.  Plaintiff acknowledged D.S. was advising 

the Board with regard to the Request.  Plaintiff explained his investigation and the 

requirements of § 610.011 RSMo.  Plaintiff stated that if the Board attempts to rely on § 

115.289 RSMo to deny him access to the requested records, the Board and any person 

who proves to be responsible for that decision will be inviting a lawsuit that alleges 

knowing and purposeful violations of the Sunshine Law.  Plaintiff stated “[n]othing in 

section 115.289 states that absentee ballot applications are records that may be deemed 
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‘closed.’”  He stated the Missouri Supreme Court has held the heading given to a statute 

is not part of the statute, and may not be given effect in interpreting a statute.  He told the 

Board that if they disagreed with his interpretation they could have D.S. draft a formal 

opinion letter explaining his legal basis or also have the option of proactively seeking a 

judicial opinion regarding their obligations pursuant to § 610.027(6) RSMo.  

29. M.B., Plaintiff’s client and, at the time, a candidate for XXX, had provided Plaintiff 

express written authorization “to view and/or make copies of all documents retained by 

the St. Louis City Board of Election Commissioners that [she] would be authorized to 

review under Chapter 115, RSMo.”  The written authorization further stated, “This 

authorization includes, but is not limited to, any and all lists of persons who have applied 

for absentee ballots.”  Plaintiff attached a copy of this written authorization to his July 26, 

2016 email to D.S., J.B., P.M., B.M., A.S., L.S., and M.J.. 

30. D.S., J.B., P.M., B.M., A.S., L.S., and M.J. all received and read the second email 

Plaintiff sent on July 26, 2016, and M.W. was informed as to the content of this email. 

31. On the afternoon of July 27, 2016, D.S. sent Plaintiff a letter via email indicating that the 

Board would produce some of the records Plaintiff had requested, but would not produce 

the absentee ballot applications and envelopes.  As to the absentee ballot applications and 

envelopes, D.S. advised Plaintiff that “Section 610.021(14) permits a public 

governmental body to close records which are protected from disclosure by law.  Section 

115.493 protects the information being requested.”  However, with regard to absentee 

ballot applications for the August 2, 2016 primary, D.S. did state that a list of 

applications for absentee ballots including the name, voting address, and mailing address, 
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if different, of each applicant would be provided to Plaintiff, as a person with written 

authorization from a candidate, on July 29, 2016, after 8:00 a.m.  

32. Later that day, Plaintiff sent an email addressed to D.S., J.B., P.M., B.M., A.S., L.S., and 

M.J., which included an attachment.  Plaintiff acknowledged D.S.’s letter dated July 27, 

2016, and stated that D.S.’s position that § 115.493 RSMo justifies denying his request to 

inspect the absentee ballot applications and envelopes was incorrect.  He stated § 115.493 

RSMo only limits access to “voted ballots, ballots cards, processed ballot materials in 

electronic form and write-in forms.”  He stated the legislature has not required or 

authorized the closure of the documents he requested, which fall into the category of 

“applications, statements, certificates, affidavits and computer programs relating to each 

election,” under that statute.  He stated the Board has now been informed of the fact that 

he has a clear right to the records, and unless they agree to make them available for his 

inspection, they will be held accountable for their knowing and purposeful violation of 

the Sunshine Law.   

33.  D.S., J.B., P.M., B.M., A.S., L.S., and M.J. all received and read the email and 

attachment Plaintiff sent on July 27, 2016, and M.W. was informed as to the content of 

this email. 

34. On July 28, 2016, D.S. sent Plaintiff a letter purporting to amend the formal response the 

Board had provided to Plaintiff on July 27, 2016.  As to the absentee ballot applications, 

D.S. advised Plaintiff that “Section 610.021(14) permits a public governmental body to 

close records which are protected from disclosure by law.  Section 115.289 protects the 

information being requested.”  However, with regard to absentee ballot applications for 

the August 2, 2016 primary, D.S. did state that a list of applications for absentee ballots 
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including the name, voting address, and mailing address, if different, of each applicant 

would be provided to Plaintiff, as a person with written authorization from a candidate, 

on July 29, 2016, after 8:00 a.m.  

35. On July 29, 2016, Plaintiff filed his Petition in this lawsuit against the Defendants.  

36. On August 22, 2016, the parties agreed to expedited consideration of Plaintiff’s Petition 

and, at a hearing before the Honorable J.B.II, the Defendants dictated an Answer to 

Plaintiff’s Petition; both parties made oral motions for judgment on the pleadings, which 

were heard and submitted. 

37. On August 23, 2016, the Court issued a Memorandum Opinion and Partial Judgment that 

granted Plaintiff partial judgment on the pleadings, ruling Defendants violated the law 

when they failed to furnish Plaintiff with copies of the absentee ballot applications and 

envelopes he had requested.   

38. At the time of the August 22, 2016 hearing, the Board’s attorney made clear they were 

going to abide by whatever decision the Court reached regarding the applicability of the 

Sunshine Law to the records Plaintiff had requested.  

39. On August 23, 2016, after the Memorandum Opinion and Partial Judgment was issued, 

D.S. called Plaintiff to arrange for him to begin reviewing the documents on the morning 

of August 24, 2016, at 9:00 a.m. in St. Louis.  

40. On August 24, 2016, D.S. called Plaintiff at or around 9:00 a.m. to tell him that the 

review of the requested documents was not going to happen as discussed.  D.S.’s call was 

based on information he received from the City Counselor’s Office, who was counsel at 

the time in this case, that they were looking to see if they wanted to appeal the decision.  
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41. On August 24, 2016, Plaintiff filed an Emergency Motion to Modify the Order, asking 

the Court to expressly command the Defendants to immediately produce the absentee 

ballot applications and envelopes.  

42. Plaintiff testified that later on August 24, 2016, he received communication leading him 

to believe he would have access to the records the following morning.  

43. On August 25, 2016, the Board granted Plaintiff access to the requested documents, the 

absentee ballot envelopes and ballot applications. 

44. At trial on June 13, 2017, L.S., D.S., P.M., J.B., and Plaintiff testified.  

45. L.S. is familiar with the Sunshine Law because he has helped respond to Sunshine Law 

requests while serving as a Director of the Board for over sixteen years.  

46. L.S. testified he did not recall ever previously receiving a request for absentee ballot 

applications, and therefore, he did not know that he would have had occasion to discuss 

the confidentiality of absentee ballot applications specifically with the Secretary of 

State’s Office.  

47.  After receiving the Request, L.S. reviewed §§ 115.493 and 115.289 RSMo, then called 

J.C., an attorney at the Secretary of State’s Office “to try to get clarification from him as 

to whether certain items requested would be considered confidential.”  

48. It had been the Board’s understanding while L.S. served as a Director that under § 

115.289 RSMo information about absentee voting is not generally available to the public 

other than starting at 8:00 a.m. on the Friday before the election when the Board can 

provide a list of people who request an absentee ballot, limited to the voter’s name, 

registration address, and mailing address, if different.  
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49. L.S. testified the Board typically receives reminders from the Secretary of State’s Office 

prior to each election about the requirements of § 115.289 RSMo, and so he wanted to 

reassure himself that was the Secretary of State’s interpretation.  

50. It has always been the Board’s understanding while L.S. served as a Director that § 

115.493 RSMo requires certain election related materials be kept under seal, and those 

materials are not available to the public other than through a court order or if there is a 

recount.  L.S. wanted to call the Secretary of State’s Office to be sure that was their 

interpretation still as well.  The Board did not have any written policy reflecting that 

interpretation.  

51. L.S. reviewed §§ 115.493 and 115.289 RSMo, but did not perform any legal research into 

the meaning of any terms of the statute.  

52. When asked to identify any documents “that influenced, or explain, or otherwise reflect 

upon the Board’s decision to deny [Plaintiff]’s request,” L.S. referred to a June 9, 2016, 

email from the Secretary of State’s office and the handwritten notes from a July 28, 2016, 

conference telephone call with J.C..  

53. The June 9, 2016, email does not mention the Sunshine Law, nor explicitly absentee 

ballot applications.  With regard to lists of absentee ballot applications, the email states 

“[f]or persons entitled to request the absentee list (see 115.289.2 RSMo), the E-014 is the 

only report that can be given to them.” 

54. The information that goes into the preparation of the E-014 report is gleaned from the 

absentee ballot applications.  The list of absentee ballot applications is a separate 

document from the absentee ballot applications.  
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55. L.S. testified the Board wanted to produce what was required under the Sunshine Law, 

but also did not want to produce any information that was protected under some other 

provision of the statutes.  

56. J.B. learned of the Request on July 26, 2016 from L.S., and called a meeting with the 

Board’s counsel the next day.  The only commissioner she could reach was Ben B.M..  

57. At that meeting, J.B. testified L.S. said he thought the absentee ballot applications and 

envelopes are sealed.  L.S. then called J.C. to confirm this interpretation.  The group 

looked over the statutes, specifically §§ 115.493 and 115.289 RSMo, and arranged a 

conference call with J.C. for the next day.  

58. J.B. believed that the absentee ballot envelopes constituted processed ballot materials and 

were confidential under § 115.493 RSMo.  J.B. believed it was clear that under § 115.289 

RSMo the absentee ballot applications were confidential.  

59. Other than reading the statutes and consulting with D.S. and J.C., J.B. did not perform 

any other research on how the terms of the §§ 115.493 and 115.289 RSMo should be 

understood and applied.  

60. After becoming aware of the Request from the Board, D.S. read it, looked at the Sunshine 

Law, and looked at the election related statutes.  He looked at case law and the statutes 

themselves.  

61. D.S. testified that he relied on the statute title and the language of the statute of § 115.289 

RSMo when interpreting the statute.  

62. P.M. was not a part of all of the conversations among the Board regarding the Request, 

but was on a conference call with J.C. 
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63.  It was P.M.’s understanding that if the absentee ballot applications could be obtained 

from anyone through a Sunshine Law Request, then the limitations in § 115.289 RSMo, 

regarding the absentee ballot list being available only to a limited group of people, would 

have no purpose.  

64. P.M. did not personally research the meaning of any terms in §§ 115.493 and 115.298 

RSMo other than reading the statute.  

65. The parties agreed to the introduction of the transcript of the May 31, 2017 deposition of 

J.C. into evidence, subject to the parties submitting written trial objections.  

66. During J.C.’s initial conversation with L.S., he told L.S. that under § 115.493 RSMo the 

absentee ballot envelopes would be considered confidential and therefore closed under 

the Sunshine Law.  When J.C. spoke with L.S., it was his opinion that absentee ballot 

envelopes would be included in the term “processed ballot materials.”  He testified that at 

some point he received a copy of the Request from L.S. in order to “simmer on it a little 

bit.” 

67. At the time of receiving a copy of the Request, J.C. had been tasked by the Secretary of 

State’s Office with advising the Secretary’s Office on election law matters, providing 

interpretation of various provisions of Chapter 115 RSMo, and advising on Sunshine Law 

matters.  

68. J.C. was familiar with the Sunshine Law.  He also testified that in his conversations with 

the Board, the Sunshine Law and the duty to err on the side of openness was taken into 

consideration.  
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69. After receiving the copy of the Request, J.C. reviewed the Sunshine Law and § 115.493 

RSMo.  He discussed § 115.493 RSMo with his supervisor, B.W. During that 

conversation, § 115.289 RSMo was brought to his attention.  

70. J.C. concluded that pursuant to § 115.289 RSMo the Secretary of State’s Office would 

treat absentee ballot applications as closed under the Sunshine Law because the statute 

instructs the election authority on how to handle certain information that comes from 

absentee ballot applications.  He concluded that if the statute instructs local election 

authorities on what information they can extract from an application and who and when 

they are supposed to give out that information, then logically the application itself, which 

includes information beyond what is on the list, would be closed except in those 

situations specifically listed in the statute.  

71. J.C. had two conference calls with representatives of the Board.  

72. In the initial conference call, J.C. testified the Board asked him to reiterate his thoughts 

on §§ 115.289 and 115.493 RSMo, and why he concluded the absentee ballot envelopes 

and applications would be closed.  He explained to them his analysis.  He told the Board 

he would run his thoughts by his general counsel, B.W., one last time.  

73. J.C. communicated his ultimate conclusion to the representatives of the Board in a follow 

up conversation, that the absentee ballot applications and envelopes were closed under § 

115.289 and 115.493 RSMo.  

74. J.C. testified prior to receiving a copy of the Request from the Board, he did not 

remember ever having to consider whether absentee ballot envelopes or applications were 

closed under the Sunshine Law.   
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75. J.C. testified that he did not get the feeling the Board was trying to cover anything up or 

that they had a conscious design, intent or plan to violate the Sunshine Law or §§ 115.289 

and 115.493 RSMo.  He did not believe the commissioners had actually formulated an 

opinion before speaking with him.  The Board indicated they thought his opinion made 

sense, but did have some questions.  He stated it seemed the Board did not want to 

disclose sensitive information required to be kept confidential under the election statutes, 

but also wanted to disclose what needed to be disclosed under the Sunshine Law.  

76. J.C. did not witness any statements that caused him to believe the Board had actual 

knowledge that its decision to not produce the applications and envelopes would violate 

the Sunshine Law, and §§ 115.289 and 115.493 RSMo.  

77. J.C. testified the Secretary of State’s office is the chief election official.  

78. The timeliness of the Board’s response to the Request is not at issue in this litigation. 

79. M.J. did not participate in the Board’s decision as to how it would respond to the 

Request. 

80. A.S. did not participate in the Board’s decision as to how it would respond to the 

Request. 

81. The Board never took a formal vote on how to respond to the Sunshine Law request.  

82. Based on the evidence before it, the Court does not find Defendants committed a 

knowing violation of §§ 610.010 to 610.026 RSMo.  

83. Based on the evidence before it, the Court does not find Defendants committed a 

purposeful violation of §§ 610.010 to 610.026 RSMo.  

 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
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 Based on the above findings of fact, the Court now makes the following conclusions of 

law: 

 Plaintiff seeks penalties, costs, and attorney’s fees under § 610.027 RSMo, alleging 

Defendants have each committed a knowing and purposeful violation of § 610.023 RSMo. 

Accordingly, Plaintiff has the burden to prove, by a preponderance of the evidence, that 

Defendants knowingly or purposely violated the Sunshine Law when they refused to produce the 

requested records.  Strake v. Robinwood W. Cmty. Improvement Dist., 473 S.W.3d 642, 645 

(Mo. banc 2015).  Whether the conduct of the Board brings it within the scope of the statutory 

definitions of knowing or purposeful conduct is a question of fact.  Am. Civil Liberties Union of 

Missouri Found. v. Missouri Dep't of Corr., 504 S.W.3d 150, 154 (Mo. App. W.D. 2016).  

Therefore, the Court, as fact-finder, must determine whether the Defendants’ conduct was 

knowing or purposeful as those terms are used in § 610.027 RSMo when the Board declined to 

release the absentee ballot applications and envelopes.  See Laut v. City of Arnold, 491 S.W.3d 

191, 196–97 (Mo. banc 2016).  However, the meaning of the terms knowing and purposeful as 

set out in § 610.027 RSMo is a question of law.  Id. at 196.   

 The provisions of the Sunshine Law are generally liberally construed, and exceptions 

thereto are strictly construed in order to promote the public policy of open records.  Id.  

However, the portions of the Sunshine Law that allow for the imposition of a civil penalty and 

award of attorney fees and costs are penal in nature and must be strictly construed.  Id. 

 To establish a knowing violation of the Sunshine Law, Plaintiff must prove the 

Defendants had actual knowledge that their conduct violated a provision of the Sunshine Law.  

Strake, 473 S.W.3d at 645.  “While a violation of the Sunshine Law does not itself require 

knowledge that a violation is occurring, imposition of a penalty does.”  Laut, 491 S.W.3d at 199.  
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The standard required to prove a purposeful violation under § 610.027 RSMo is greater than the 

standard required to prove a knowing violation.  Id. at 193.  The party must show that the 

defendant purposefully violated §§ 610.010 to 610.026 RSMo.  Id.  

 The Missouri Supreme Court has defined such purposeful conduct as “acting with a 

conscious design, intent or plan to violate the law and did so with awareness of the probable 

consequences.”  Id. (internal citations omitted).  A purposeful violation involves proof of intent 

to defy the law or achieve further some purpose by violating the law.  Id. at 200.  In addition, 

“[e]ngaging in conduct reasonably believed to be authorized by statute does not amount to a 

purposeful violation.”  Spradlin v. City of Fulton, 982 S.W.2d 255, 263 (Mo. banc 1998). 

 Plaintiff argues Defendants knowingly and purposefully violated the requirements of the 

Sunshine Law because their reading of §§ 115.493 and 115.289 RSMo was impossibly strained 

and bizarre in light of their acknowledged obligation to strictly construe the exceptions to the 

scope of the Sunshine Law.  At trial, Plaintiff stated he is asking the Court to find that the 

Board’s failure to act in good faith, when the Board had been informed that their interpretation is 

incorrect, must constitute a knowing violation of the Sunshine Law.  Plaintiff argues Defendants 

and counsel received multiple emails from him explaining why the Board’s legal justification for 

keeping the requested records closed was wrong.  He argues the Board therefore had notice their 

interpretation of the statutes was in violation of the Sunshine Law.  He further believes such 

conduct should constitute a purposeful violation because the Board effectively said they were not 

going to produce the records until Plaintiff sued them.  He points out that the Board did not 

pursue any of the statutorily provided protections.  Plaintiff contends Defendants’ strained 

interpretation explains that they wanted to withhold the records and believed claiming to be 

ignorant as to their obligation to produce them would allow them to avoid penalty. 
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 The Court concludes Plaintiff has failed to establish by a preponderance of evidence that 

Defendants committed a knowing or purposeful violation of §§ 610.010 to 610.026 RSMo.  

 In his Trial Brief, Plaintiff appears to be asking the Court to adopt a new standard in 

interpreting § 610.027 RSMo, requiring the Court to find that by a preponderance of evidence 

the Board failed to make a good-faith effort to comply with the Sunshine Law.  However, the 

statute places the burden on Plaintiff to prove by preponderance of evidence that Defendants 

knowingly and purposefully violated the Sunshine Law.   

 In his letters sent to the Board, and at trial, Plaintiff argues that §§ 115.289 and 115.493 

RSMo do not state the records at issue are closed under the Sunshine Law.  Section 610.021(14) 

RSMo provides: “Except to the extent disclosure is otherwise required by law, a public 

governmental body is authorized to close meetings, records and votes, to the extent they relate 

to…[r]ecords which are protected from disclosure by law.”  The term “law” refers to statutes in 

this context.  Am. Civil Liberties Union of Missouri Found., 504 S.W.3d at 155.  It would be 

unreasonably strict and narrow, given the plain language of § 610.021(14) RSMo to construe it 

to require the subject “law,” to expressly prohibit disclosure under open records laws.  Nat'l 

Council for Teachers Quality, Inc. v. Curators of Univ. of Missouri, 446 S.W.3d 723, 727 

(Mo.App. W.D. 2014).  “Rather, the proper inquiry is whether disclosing records pursuant to the 

Sunshine Law would violate the subject law.” Id. at 727.  

 In this case, the Board based its decision to deny access to the records on §§ 115.289 

and 115.493 RSMo, indicating that those statutes protected the requested records from 

disclosure. Therefore, the proper inquiry for the Board was whether disclosing the absentee 

ballot applications and envelopes pursuant to the Sunshine Law would violate §§ 115.289 and 

115.493 RSMo. 
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 The Board’s reliance on counsel is not itself a defense, but it is relevant to the 

determination of the Board’s state of mind.  See Laut, 491 S.W.3d at 201.  It was reasonable for 

the Board to consult with its attorney and an attorney from the Secretary of State’s Office as to 

the interpretation of §§ 115.289 and 115.493 RSMo.  Defendants argued no case in Missouri 

addressed whether the disclosing the records at issue would violate § 115.289 and § 115.493 

RSMo.  In this case, it was not obvious that the statutory exception to the Sunshine Law was 

inapplicable.  The Board’s attorney testified he conducted research.  In the end, the Board and its 

attorney, and the attorney at the Secretary of State’s Office, came to the conclusion disclosing 

the requested applications and envelopes would violate §§ 115.289 and 115.493 RSMo.  

 Further, the Board historically interpreted §§ 115.289 and 115.493 RSMo as prohibiting 

disclosure of the absentee ballot applications and envelopes.  While the Court found this 

interpretation incorrect, this fact evidences the state of mind of the Board.  “[B]eing wrong is not 

the same as knowing one is violating the law or acting purposely to violate the law.”  Laut, 491 

S.W.3d at 201.  While the Board did not seek an opinion from the Attorney General’s Office, 

they did seek guidance from the Secretary of State’s Office as to how to interpret the election 

statutes.  The Secretary of State is the chief election official responsible for overseeing of the 

voter registration process.  See §§ 115.136, 115.158, 115.160 RSMo.  Moreover, while § 

610.027.6 provides the Board “may” bring suit, seek a formal opinion of the attorney general, or 

seek a formal opinion of its attorney, the statute does not command it to do so by using the word 

“shall.”  Thus, a failure to seek these remedies does not by itself establish that a violation is 

knowing or purposeful.  

 In addition, the fact Plaintiff sent his interpretation of the statutes to the Board does not 

establish the Board knowingly violated the Sunshine Law.  Plaintiff emailed the Board’s 
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commissioners and directors directly even though they were represented by counsel.  The Board 

does not have to accept a requester’s interpretation of the Sunshine Law and election law 

statutes.  They are entitled to obtain a legal opinion from their counsel.  They did so in this case, 

in addition to seeking advice from the chief election official of the state as to how to interpret 

election statutes.  The Board’s counsel disagreed with Plaintiff, based on the language in the 

statutes.  The fact that the Board had knowledge that Plaintiff had a different interpretation of the 

statutes does not establish the Board had knowledge they were violating the Sunshine Law, 

pursuant to § 610.027 RSMo. 

 In Strake, where the Missouri Supreme Court found the defendant’s conduct to amount 

to a purposeful violation under 610.027 RSMo, the attorney advised the defendant that the 

requested settlement agreements were open records, but that the Sunshine Law request should be 

denied due to a possibility of a breach of contract lawsuit.  Strake, 473 S.W.3d at 645.  Here, the 

Board’s attorney advised the records were closed.  Also, in Strake, the public governmental body 

was not relying on § 610.021(14) and interpretation of other statutes.  Id.  

  Further, Plaintiff cites to Buckner v. Burnett, 908 S.W.2d 908 (Mo. App. W.D. 1995) in 

his Trial Brief to suggest that the Board committed a purposeful violation by forestalling the 

production of the records until the requester sued.  In Buckner, the court held “[a] public 

official's intentionally forestalling production of public records until the requester sues would be 

a purposeful violation of Chapter 610 and would be subject to a fine and reasonable attorney 

fees.”  Buckner, 908 S.W.2d at 911.  Here, Plaintiff made the Request, the Board issued a formal 

response as to all of the records requested, including a formal denial to the disclosure of the 

absentee ballot application and envelopes.  The Board maintained that position until the Court 

entered its Memorandum Opinion and Partial Judgment.  This case is not a case of forestalling, 
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but one of differences in interpretation.  The Board’s delay in getting the records to Plaintiff after 

the Court entered its Memorandum Opinion and Partial Judgment was minimal, and caused by a 

legal consideration on whether to appeal, and does not evidence a purposeful violation of the 

Sunshine Law.  

 Plaintiff has failed to meet his burden of proving by a preponderance of evidence that 

the Defendants committed a knowing or purposeful violation of the Sunshine Law when they 

refused to produce the absentee ballot applications and envelopes.  

JUDGMENT 

The Court has considered the evidence and arguments of the parties and now orders, 

adjudges, and decrees as follows: 

A. Judgment is entered in favor of Defendants and against Plaintiff for the reasons set 

forth above.  

          SO ORDERED: 

    
___________________________ 
Jason Sengheiser, Judge 

Date: October 16, 2017    
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